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Dalian Municipal Epidemic Prevention & Control Command for 

Pneumonia Caused by the Novel Coronavirus  

Decree No.4 

Feb 3,  2020 

In order to further strengthen the epidemic prevention and control of pneumonia 

caused by novel coronavirus infection in the city, ensure the health and life safety of 

the people in the city, and maintain public order, according to the emergency 

response law of the People’s Republic of China and other relevant laws and 

regulations and the requirements of national and provincial epidemic prevention and 

control work,  after research and study, the city’s Epidemic Prevention & Control 

Command for Pneumonia  Caused by the Novel Coronavirus decides to issue the 

following order, 

1. Actively cooperate with relevant government departments to execute 

epidemic investigation and control. All personnel entering the city through  airport, 

railway station, port and highway must fill in the health declaration form of Dalian 

personnel truthfully. Those who do not cooperate or make false statement or refuse 

to fill in the form shall be dealt with by the public security department in accordance 

with the law. 

2. Strengthen the management of epidemic prevention and control.From the 

date of arrival in Dalian, all the returnees shall be self-isolated at home for 14 days 

and report to community and organization for supervision. During the self isolation 

period, in case of abnormal conditions such as fever, one shall report to his/her 

community and organization in time, take effective protective measures, and sent to 
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the local fever clinic by 120 ambulance in time. 

3. Any of the following acts shall be dealt with seriously by the public security 

and other relevant departments according to law. 

1) Using epidemic situation to create or spread rumors, incite the division of the 

country, destructing national unity, subverting state power or  overthrowing  the 

socialist system; 

2) Fabricating terrorist information related to epidemic situation, or knowingly 

spreading such terrorist information deliberately, seriously disturbing social order; 

3) Fabricating and disseminating false information related to epidemic situation 

or knowingly spreading it on internet or other media; 

4) Spreading rumors, falsely reporting dangerous situation, epidemic situation, 

making trouble by taking advantage of the opportunity, disturbing public knowledge, 

discriminating against all the people from other places, such as Hubei (Wuhan) 

people, or deliberately disturbing public order by other means; 

5) Refusing or obstructing the preventive and control measures such as 

epidemic prevention, quarantine, compulsory isolation, detention, on-site inspection, 

isolation and treatment, closure of epidemic areas and hospitals taken by medical 

aid personnel, epidemic prevention and epidemic prevention personnel, police 

personnel and staff of other relevant departments for the prevention, control and 

elimination of infectious diseases; 

6) Refusing to implement the prevention and control measures put forward by 

the health and epidemic prevention agencies in accordance with the law on 

prevention and control of infectious diseases for the confirmed or suspected patients 
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with pneumonia caused by the novel coronavirus; 

7) The confirmed or suspected patients with pneumonia caused by the novel 

coronavirus deliberately spread the virus to unspecified persons in public places or 

intentionally spread the virus through other means or places to endanger public 

safety; 

8) Refusing to implement the decisions, orders, regulations and requirements 

made by the government and relevant departments according to law in case of 

emergency; 

9) Refusing to obey the prevention and control measures taken by the police 

officers on  spot, hindering the police officers from performing their duties according 

to law, and forcibly rushing into the cordon and cordon area set by the public security 

organs; 

10) Deliberately blocking road traffic without approval, impeding the passage of 

military vehicles, police vehicles, ambulances, official vehicles and certified vehicles 

for the transportation of epidemic prevention materials, and disturbing normal traffic 

order; 

11) Stealing, swindling, looting, robbing, destroying, occupying, 

misappropriating materials and equipment related to epidemic prevention and 

rescue; 

12) Illegal practice of medicine without the qualification of a doctor, causing 

serious circumstances such as delayed diagnosis and treatment or cross infection 

of confirmed or suspected patients with pneumonia caused by the novel coronavirus; 

13) Those who disrupt the work of epidemic prevention and control, such as 
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joining in, instigating, organizing unlawful assembly, gatherings, rioting, etc; 

14) Illegally killing or trading wild animals and wild animals under special state 

and local protection and their products. 

4. The majority of operators should fulfill their social responsibilities and operate 

in good faith.The market supervision and other relevant departments will crack down 

on the illegal and illegal business activities in accordance with the law and severely 

punish them. 

1) It is strictly prohibited to mark prices clearly, cheat in prices, collude in price 

increases, bid up prices, spread price increase information, hoarding and other 

illegal acts; 

2) It is strictly prohibited to produce and sell medicines, medical protective 

masks, protective clothing and "three no" products for epidemic situation, and to 

counterfeit and confuse illegal acts; 

3) It is strictly prohibited to trade live livestock and poultry in any form in the 

agricultural products market; 

4) It is strictly prohibited to publish false and illegal advertisements containing 

the contents of prevention, treatment, cure and prescriptions of pneumonia caused 

by the novel coronavirus and epidemic situation . 
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